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Rules for placing your Family Member are as follows:
 If  the Auction tile is empty, you can place your Family 
Member in any space you want.

 If  the Auction tile is already occupied by another 
Family Member, you must place yours in a higher 
offering space. In this case, the other player must 
immediately move their Family Member to another 
offering space (on the same or another Auction tile), 
following the same rules. This can cause multiple 
movements.

The red player makes an offering for this Family tile. Then, 
the blue player makes a higher offering for the same Family tile. 
The red player must immediately make another offering. They 
can decide to place their Family Member in a higher offering 
space on the same Auction tile, or they can place it in an offering 
space of  their choice on another Auction tile.

Note: If  a player places their Family Member in the 
highest offering space of  an Auction tile, they are sure to 
get the related Family tile.
Offerings continue until every player has their Family 
Member on a different Auction tile.
Every player receives the Family tile and the 
starting resources indicated by the offering line 
where they have their Family Member.

In this example, the red player receives 4 servants, 2 wood, and 2 
coins. The blue player receives 5 coins, 2 servants, and 3 stones. 
The pink player receives 2 coins, 1 stone, 4 servants, and 1 wood.

New Leaders
Add the new Leader cards to the cards of  the base game, 
or decide which set to be used. Draft the Leader cards 
following the advanced rules in the base game. Place the 
leftover Leader cards in a facedown deck on the table.
(For a detailed description of  new Leader cards, see the 
Quick Reference Guide.)
In this expansion, some Leaders have a new special 
ability: the action ability. These Leaders provide an 
action space that only the player who played the Leader 
card can use. The Leader action spaces follow all the 
basic rules for placing Family Members.

Special Tokens

This expansion introduces a new type of  resource: 
the Special tokens. Special tokens are considered to 
be a resource like any other (wood, stone, servants, 
coins). Every time an action, an immediate effect, or a 
permanent effect gives you 1 or more Special tokens, 
draw them from the supply and place them in front you. 
You are allowed to look at what is on the token, but you 
don‘t have to show the other players until necessary.

Note: You can receive a Special token as a Council 
Privilege.

During your turn, before or after placing your Family 
Member, you may discard any number of  Special 
tokens to immediately receive the bonus listed 
on them. Discarded tokens are placed faceup in a 
separate area of  the supply. If  you draw the last token 
from the supply, shuffle all discarded tokens and form a 
new facedown supply.

Some Special Development cards have Special tokens 
as a cost. Some have them as a resource you have to 
pay in their permanent effect. In both cases, simply pay 
the number of  Special tokens needed, no matter what 
symbol is on it. Some Leader cards have Special tokens 
as a requirement. Here, you just need to have them in 
your personal supply.

At the end of  the game, Special tokens in your supply 
aren’t worth Victory Points on their own. Just remember 
to discard them to receive what is shown on them before 
the final scoring. (You cannot discard Special tokens that 
have been placed on cards.)

Family Tiles

Each time you gain 
Special tokens, you receive 
1 token fewer.

You can’t take Special 
Develop ment cards from the 
Special Tower tile.

At the end of  the game, you 
lose 5 Victory Points for each 
Development card you have 
beyond the fourth in each type.

New Excommunication Tiles

Da Montefeltro
Each time you spend wood and/or stone 
to take a Building card, place the resources 
you spend on this tile. When you receive a 
Council Privilege, you can choose to take 
all the resources from this tile instead of  
receiving the Council Privilege.

Aragonesi
Each time you take a Territory card, 
immediately perform a Harvest action at a 
value of  -1 of  the activation value of  the card 
taken. You can’t increase this action value by 
spending servants or if  you have a Character 
card with this eff ect.

Malatesta
Each time you take a Venture card that  
costs Military Points, you must have the 
Military Points required but you don’t  
spend them.

Este
During your turn, you can spend 1 Military 
Point to receive 2 coins. You can make this 
exchange as many times as you want.

Medici
Each time you take a Character card, 
receive also a Special token. In addition, you 
can have up to 8 Character cards. At the 
end of  the game, you gain 28/36 Victory 
Points for having 7/8 Character cards.

Sforza
Before the Family tiles auction, draw 
2 Leader cards and place them faceup next to 
this tile. If  you take this Family tile, take the 2 
Leader cards. Immediately play 1, ignoring its 
regular requirements, and keep the other.

Gonzaga
At the end of  each round, you can spend 
7 servants to take a Development card still 
on the Board or on the Special Tower tile. 
You don’t pay the cost of  the card (if  it is a 
Territory card, you don’t need to have the 
Military Points needed).

Orsini
Every time you get a complete set of  4 
diff erent Development cards (1 per type), 
you receive a diff erent award. First set: 
draw 2 leftover Leader cards. Second set: 
play a Leader card, ignoring its regular 
requirements. Third set: gain 10 Victory 
Points. Fourth set: gain 15 Victory Points.

Colonna
At the beginning of  the game, you receive 
the brown Family Member with a value 
of  3. You can use it as one of  your Family 
Members. This is not considered to be 
of  your color, and it is not an uncolored 
Family Member (for all the Family Members 
placement rules).

Della Rovere
Place the Faith tiles on the correspondant 
step on the Faith track. When your Marker 
Disc reaches them, take the tile with you and 
receive the indicated bonus. However, each 
time you get excommunicated you lose 5 
Victory Points.


